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SPONTANEOUS FISSION CORRELATIONS 

By 

A. Ghiorso 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

. Spontaneous fission was first observed by Flerov and Petrzhakl) in 
1940 following a suggestion by Bohr and Wheeler. Z) By dint. of great effort 
these pioneering experimenters were able to show that U238 fissioned 
spontaneously with a half-life of the order of 1016 years, about a factor of 
106 times fastel:" than p:redicted. In the next ten years the half -lives .of 
other n11clides £or this process were determined by various groups bufnot 
enough information was accumulated to indicate any specific type of corre-
lation as being correct. · · 

Measurement$ of spontaneous !ission half-lives in the transuranium 
region have in the last few years increased in 11umber so marked!! that 
several sorts of systematization have become poasible. Seaborg::S} an4 
Whitehouse and Cialbraith4) made the initial steps in this direction when 
it was pointed out that in the case of even-even nuclides the half-life ·for 
spontaneous fission seems to decrease with an exponential dependence on 
the value of zZJ A while nuclides with. an odd number o£ nucleons decay by 
this process at a much slower rate. With the limited amount of data avail• 
able at this time a plot of the logarithm of the partial spontaneous fission 
half·life agafnst z2/ A resulted in a fairly straight line. It was also noted3) 
that this line when extrapolated to the r~gion of instantaneous rate (that is, 
half-life of the order of to·ZO second) gives a value o~ about 47 for zZjA, 
which corresponds with the predicted limiting value of z2 /A. In a later 
pai)er Cihiorso et al.S) pointed out that certain even-even nuclides (U234, ·· 
U Z3Z, and posai'Dly Th230) exhibited substantial deviations in the direction 
of rates slower than predicted by the zZ/ A line. 

Following these communications Kramish6) published a correlation 
of the ratio of spontaneous fission to alpha half-lives versus zZjA. This 
plo~ was based on the thesis that spontaneous fission and alpha decay could 
be regarded as closely related but competitive decay processes for he.avy 
nuclei. The nature of this competition was demonstrated by con~c!:c:ting 
consecutive alpha decay products familywise and it was thus shown that the 
spontaneous fission mode o! decay becomes more prominent a:s z.2/A 
increases. 
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As more data were accumulated on the spontaneous fission rates of 
other heavy nuclides it became evident that although the parameter z2/ A 
accounted in this manner broadly for the variation in half-life over the 
range of Z values, for a given value of Z, this parameter did not account 
for the var~ation of hal£-life with A. In 1954 Hub.enga7) pointed out that for 
a given value of Z the half-life goeo through a maximum as A varies and on 
the basis of the data for isotopes of uranium it was postulated that the max· 
imum in the spontaneous fission half-lives of even-even nuclides was analo
gous to the co.rresponding variation in beta stability. It was further suggested 
that the shorter spontaneous fission half-lives beyond the maximum are 
possibly a result of the greater deformation of the larger· A nuclides: an 
ellipsoidal defo:rmation presumably might increase the decay rate due to the 
improvement in penetration through the thinner barrier. 8) Later in the same 
year Stud!er and Huizenga9) re.vived the Kramish plot of the ratio ofthe half .. 
lives for spontaneous fission and alpha decay versus z.2/A except that in
stead of connecting consecutive alpha decay products they were able to show ,· 
a more consistent relationship by correlating nuclides differing by two Z 
unite and .six A units. 

It is the purpose of this paper to call attention to a new parameter whiCh 
possibly has a very pronounced influence on the variation of.spontaneous 
fission half·lives with change in A. The effect observed is that the spon
taneous fission half~lives for those even•neutron isotopes o£ elements 98 
and 100 which have more than lSZ neutrons are found to progressi~ely de .... 

· crease at a rate much faster than observed before. It bas been shown that· 
there is very good evidence from. alpha decay data for a sub shell at 152 · 
neutrons. lOJ At the time this paper was w:dtten the evidence for such a 
subshell was based entirely on the variation of alpha energies for the even- . 
neutron isotopes of californium. Recently the nuclides Fm250 ll) (fermium. 
element 100) and FmZS2 11) have been produced in this laboratory and their 
alpha energies when compared with that !or Fm254 show a similar varia
tion. The basis for a subehell at 152 neutrons is thus seen to be rather 
firm. This possible correlation of the abrupt change in spontaneous fission 
half-lives with this subshell shows promise as an empirical method of pre
dicting the spontaneous fission properties of unknown isotopes. 

The principal new data that. leads one to postulate this type o£ correla~ 
tion consists of the recent measurement of the spontaneous fission half .. · 
lives of C£254 and Fm256. · The isotope C£254 has been isolatedl2) by rneatis 
of the electron .. capture branching of the 1. S·day beta emitter, E254rn · 
(einsteinium, element 99)~ A californium isotope was detected which de
cayed by $pontaneous fission with a half··Hfe o! 85 + 15 days; no alpha . 
particle branching was observ~d but this is n~t surprising si. nee one would 
expect an alpha hal£ ·life for tqis nuclide of J!OL years. The isotope Fm256 . 
has been manufactured in two ways: (1) as the electron-capture daughter . 
o£ Mv256 13) (mendelevium, elemen~ 1Ql} and (2) from neutron bombard- .. 
mentsl4) o,£ E.255 via a short•lived E256 beta emitter. In both types of _ 
experiments a 3 to 4 hour spontaneous fission emitter was isolated as _an 
isotope of element 100. Again no alpha branching was observed since the 
predicted alpha half~life of Fm256 is about 10 days. · ,' . 

Other very recent measurements· tend to support the postulat~6n of a 
subshell influence on the spontaneous fission rates.. The half•lif

1
e for. ) 

spontaneous fission of Pu244 has been found to be 2. 5 + 0. 1 x 10 0 yeare,lS 
a ·value which is only three times shorter than that for '1=>u242, ·Thus over 
the entire region of beta sta~ility the half .. lives for spontaneous fission o{ 
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tho plutonium isotope vary by a factor of a few hundred; the variation £or 
californium isotopes on the other hand ia about 10S without including the 
value £or the unknown heaviest beta etable member, c£Zs-6. Cm246 has 
been shownl6) to have a spontaneous fission half.life of 3 x 107 years, a 
value consistent with the above observations. 

,Clearly we have not yet p,roved our hypothesis of the 152.neutron. corre
lation. Much; more proof will be at hand, however, if the spontaneous fission 
rates for Fm2S2 and FmZSO can be measured and shown to have the predicted 
values. lt does seem obviou$ th4t some mqre powerful eff~:Ct is intlueneing · 
the spontaneous fission half-lives·tbanbas been proposed eo far. Figure 1 · 
is a plot of the spontaneous fission half•livea versus neutron n.umber and. 
contains in a simple form all the data. known at this time. .The predict-ed · 
lines for the unknown heavier ·even Z elements are, of cout'se, ·drawn with. 
the 152 ·neutron prejudiCe cle.arly delineated. Included Gn this plot wiU :be. 
fol.lnd. th~ S(>Cilntaneous fission half-lives f.or six odd nucleon 'nuclides. The 
value for U235.is very questionable but the others. Pu239~ Bk249, ct249, 
EZ$3,, E254, and· F.m255 are felt to be reasonably accurate. The 11bind-
rance fa:cto~s" £or the.se nuclides w~en compared to their maximum rates 

· as dete~mined by the even-eveJ:lline~ and their hypothetic:al odd Z inter
. mediates vary between 103 and 106. · The most highly hindered botope f8 
·the recently diac;overed long-lived·isorner o! El.54 12) which has both an. odd 
n11mber o£ pr,otons and. an odd numb·er. of neutron;.s ... · We have not yet observed 
any clear systematic vari.ation in the (l..tgre·e of.hindrance which can be 
correlated. with 152. neutron.-s. but this f might well' Qe due to insuffici.ent data. 

On Fig. 1 we h<1VE! also indicated 'the manner in which the alpha half· 
. Uvea va.ry in this region. ·Exam,iliation of the trenda indicates that spon• 
. taneous fission will probably not b'ecome competitive with alpha decay even 
at a f.ew atom.ic number unit's above 100 except for those isotopes beyond the 
subshell at 152 neutrons. This is the -case because the alpha decay rates . 
increase as-fast as the spontaneous fisaion rates at the higher Z values. 
However, beyond 152 neutrons spontaneous fission seems to increase so 
markedly that at 156 neutrons it becom·es the chief .m.ode o! decay.·· This ha.·a 
been 'observed to date in californium and !etmiu:m~ · · · 

For the ~a:ke of completeness we have included the two other well•known . 
plots. Figure 2, spontaneous fission half-life ve~sus zljA, demonstrates 
very well that one line cannot encompaes all the data adequately. On the .. 

. other hand, if one connects nuclides differing by two Z units and six A units 
there is apparent a closer correlation with. the notable exceptions o£ Thl32, 
C£254, and Fm256. Figure 3 is. the Kramish~Studier, Hu.izenga-type of . 
plot. He:re, again, one aee;a notable exceptions (ThZ32, C£248, C£254, anq 
Fm256) whose spontaneous fission half-lives do not correspond with the ·. 
i'jum·p of six" lines. Perhaps the limited success of this type o£ correlation 
is meTely reflecting the fact that one iS: dividing the slope o£ one straight 
line .by that of anqther (see Fig. 1, dotted lines showing approximate alpha 
half-life variation) ·and that where it fails it does so because the spontaneo.us 
fission half•life probably changes for a reaeon that has little to" do with a. 
change in alpha hal!~life. ; · · 

. Table I includes the data and references on spontaneous £iasio'n half .. 
live.s. Those isotopes which have _so far been measured only as a rath_er 
low limit are not included. 



Table I 

Spontaneous Fission Half-Lives 

Isotope T1L2(SF}(Yrs) Ref. Isotope T lLZ{SF)(Yre) Ref •. 

Th230 >1. 5 X 10? 18 Crn 
244 

1. 4 X 10 7 
5 -

Th232 1. 4 X 1018 18 Cm 
246 

3 X 10 7 
16 

. 232. u 8 :d:: ~· 5x10
13 32 B~249 6x 108 

31 

u234 1.6x1017 
5 C£246 2. 1 X 10 3 24 

u235 1. 8 X 10
17

(?) 18 C£248 7 ~ 103 25 

uZ36 2 X 1016 
19 C£249 1. 5 X 10 9 31 

uZ38 8. 0 X 1015 18 C£250 ·1. 5 X 104 28,29,30 

Pu 236 ·3.5x109 5 C£252 66 28, 29 

Pu238 4. 9 X 10
10 

20 C£254 0.2 16, 12 . 

Pu239 S. 5 X 1015 18 E 253 ' 5 
· 3 X 10 .26, 31 

Pu 240 
1. 2 X 1011 21 

. 2.54 
E'. 1. S X 105 ·31 

Pu 
242. . .. . 10 

7. 25 ± 0. 3 x lO 16,-17 
. 254 

Fm 0.5 26,27 

Pu 
244 

2 .. 5 d:: 0. 7 X 1010 15 FrJ55 20 31 

Cm 240 1. 9 X 10 6 
5 Fnt56 3 X 10•4 13,14 

Cm 242 ·. 6 
7, 2 X 10 22.,23. 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Spontaneous fis-sion half-..life versus neutron number. Dotted 
lines indicate the experimentally observ<ed alpha half-life 
variation except ln the cases for. elements 102 and 104. 

Spontaneous fission half-life versus z 2/A. 

The ratio of spontaneous fiseion half-life to alpha hall-life 
versus z2/A. · 
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